Stitch in Time Studio Wall Hanging PTN1924 (MGD249)
55” x 55”
5 Corrections:
1. Do not prewash panel and block print fabrics.
2. Cutting List: Wyoming Valley Block (corrections in red)


Cut (12) squares 4-1/2” (39302-79) Quartz, Robin’s Egg



Cut (4) squares 5” (39302-79) Quartz, Robin’s Egg



Cut (8) squares 5” (39300-49) Sienna Marble Dark, Blue Planet



Cut (4) squares 5” (39300-36) Sienna Marble Light, Iron Ore



Cut (8) rectangles 4-1/2 x 8-1/2” (39300-69) Sienna Marble Dark, Oxidized Copper



Cut (8) squares 4-1/2” (39300-48) Sienna Marble, Blue Planet

The instructions, page 2, Step 7 should read: Place a 4-1/2” Quartz, Robin’s Egg square on a 4
-1/2” x 8-1/2” Sienna Marble Dark, Oxidized Copper rectangle. (Fig. 3)
Page 2, step 10 should include: The completed size of the pieced rectangle is 4-1/2” x 8-1/2”.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3. Cutting List: Border 1


Cut (4) strips 1-1/2” x 24-1/2” (39300-69) Sienna Marble Dark, Oxidized Copper.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4. BORDER 2: The Quilt Sayings print (21330-69/21330-97) is slightly smaller
than was originally envisioned when writing this pattern. The following corrections allow for adding a small coping border around each “sayings block” to size
them up to 7” square.

Fabric Requirements for Border 2 Coping Strips: you will need an additional 1/2 yard for the coping borders. You may use any fabric you choose for the
coping borders, or use these:
Oxidized Copper Colorway:
 Sienna Marble Dark Oxidized Copper (39300-69) you will need 1 yard instead of 1/2 yard.
Slate Colorway:
 Sienna Marble Dark Slate (39300-97) you will need 1-1/2 yards instead of 1 yard.

Cutting List:
3.) Border 2 (Quilt Sayings Print)
 Cut (20) squares apart midway between each (21330-69) Quilt Sayings Print square. Center the quilt sayings block in the square.
 Cut (14) strips 1” x WOF (39300-69) Sienna Marble Dark Oxidized Copper

Add Border 2:
1. Cut 40 strips 6” x 1” from the 1” border 2 strips. Sew to the sides of the quilt saying blocks
and press toward the block.
2. Cut 40 strips 7” x 1” from the 1” block 2 strips. Sew to the top and bottom of the quilt saying
blocks and press toward the block.
3. Trim the blocks to 7” square if necessary.
4. Sew six of the 7” quilt saying print squares in a horizontal row. Press the seams in the same
direction. (Top Border 2) (Fig. 12) — see pattern.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
5. BORDER 4:
The Mini Quilt Block print (39357-11) is also slightly smaller than expected.
Since a coping border this small would be impractical the best solution is to
use every other block.




You need 36 mini blocks and the yardage on the pattern gives you enough for
35, using every other block.
You would need to piece the last block together from the left overs, or purchase an additional 1/8 yard of fabric to get an additional row of mini blocks.
You only need 1 mini block from the additional row.

